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I n this hectic modern life, the competition between people and the

quickened paces of modern life have lead to social changes that

cool the interpersonal relationships. As the society changes rapidly,

people usually come to pursue the flashy wealth, which might content

their material appetite but ignore the internal spiritual feel. Being af-

fected by matters away from them, they finally know how fragile our

spirit is. When confronted with societal, career and family stress in all

sorts of interpersonal dealings, suppression or mishandling of one's

stress beyond capacity could easily lead to excessive psychological stress

that could put the human body under great distress if untreated

extendedly. With that, health can be interpreted in two perspectives -

the physiological health and psychological health. The former can be

easily understood, whereas the latter tends to manifest in poor psycho-

logical fitness or a reduced psychological awareness stemming from an
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individual's subjected to excessive stress over an extended period of

time that could easily spin out of the control, and the end results are

often shocking to all. This explains why there are more and more social

cases in today's society. A majority of psychological stress could mani-

fest through the symptoms of our body, which will easily be overlooked.

Some of them are as follows.

1. Wake up with tiredness after a night's sleep, and experiences

 heavy limbs, poor state of mind, and unwilling to talk.

2. Feel listless when working or studying, shun from doing

 things and suffering from a reduced efficiency.

3. Be easily excited, become neurotic, and getting angry when

things don't come your way.

4. Experience bodily discomfort, feel dizzy, chronic eye fatigue

, backaches, nausea, abdominal bloating and such all the

time.

5. With tiredness, be restless while they're lying on bed, or even

 have a poor appetite. Under extended stress, it cuts down

people's cellular agility, which makes you look haggard, and

your hair could turn gray overnight, and tends to do un-

imaginable regrets in worst cases.

With quite a few ways for stress relief, the source of stress varies

to a great extent, which can be broached from the following perspectives.

1. Learning to accept you. Stress tends to come from one's

dissatisfactiontoward one's own capabilities, external factors,

upbringing, and wealth, shunning from accepting one's own

realistic outlook. A scenario that can best be described as the

frustration if you try to compare with the others, and fear of

how others would look down on you, resulting in you dis-

regarding yourself.  This only leads to showing the others

with a different face, while you continue to deceive yourself

thinking that you are someone else. By staying away from

people, you avoid others from further understanding you,

while you will also lose the chance to hear others' criticism,

nor find the success and joy of others, which might reduce

your own pressure. Yet the problem remains that you are

unable to accept yourself; otherwise isolation and loneliness

could drive you over the edge of psychological disorder. It

is imperative that we learn how to face up to our own de-

mon by observing others, caring for others, and understand-

ing how others get a head start, so we will be able to explore

our strong suit and embrace a fruitful existence.

2. Redefining your goals and preparing yourself to accept new

 stage of your life. When faced with societal stress, one tends

to feel depressed, confused, lack of sleep, or a trepidation

that his life is starting to go downhill. The irony of an im-

proving intelligence versus a deteriorating physical condi-

tion also brings people conflicting thoughts. For example,
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people excel their careers and live fuller, but can't seem to

fight the irony of an unfilled dream. It is crucial to be able to

adjust one's own pace, and confront the changes and setup

in one's life with an objective attitude by rationalizing one's

emotions, and working to bring whose creativity, judgment,

observation and integrated analytic capabilities to a higher

maturity.

3. Correctly assessing one's value perspective. Poor moods are

 a state of anxiety brought on by excessive psychological

pressure. Looks may be deceiving as one tries to look at the

mirror, yet everyone has his and her pluses, and it all de-

pends on how you look at them. Hence it is prudent for you

to realize your importance and your advantages in order to

instill your own value system.

Psychological stress is much like a fine vintage, where an adequate

intake could stimulate one's exhilaration, and prepares one to face vari-

ous challenges with a finer capability, whereas an excessive intake could

set things in the wrong course preventing one from completing anything,

and might begin to heart oneself or others. In light of which, under-

standing how best to relief one's stress remains a key to creating a win-

win situation for all.
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